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Dynamics of vascular branching morphogenesis
Jason Khadka
Abstract
Vascularization of embryonic organs or tumours starts from a primitive
lattice of capillaries that, in the first stages of development, are remodelled
into branched arteries and veins upon perfusion. In this Master Thesis we
investigate a theoretical model of vascular development that reproduces
the main results in two and three dimensional patterns generated in the
yolk sac based on the main characteristic features of vascular morphogen-
esis: i) the disconnection of side branches from main branches; ii) the
reconnection of dangling sprouts and, iii) the plastic extension of the in-
terstitial tissues. The (fluid) mechanical forces that are known to play a
major role in arterial patterning are implemented numerically, and they
predict the appearance of realistic patterns.
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1 Introduction
The understanding of the vessel formation in developing organs or tissues is of
great importance in developmental biology as well as in regenerative medicine,
graft and transplant surgery. The fertilized egg yields a differentiated embryo
from which the vascular forms through a combination self-organisation rules
and deterministic instructions for the placement of the vessels. Therefore, it is
not surprising that the position of dorsal aortas are found to be barely identical
in all individuals. On the other hand, blood vessels in extra-embryonic organs
or around tumours are quite stochastic [1]. The main forces at play appear to
come from the (fluid) mechanic action of blood that flows through the vessels.
In order to understand the basic rules that govern the development of the
vasculature system, Nguyen et al. [1] looked into the simplest structures ob-
served in the chicken embryo, namely in the yolk sac. In general, embryos of
vertebrate develop with the help of extra-embryonic organs, such as human pla-
centa or the chicken yolk. In the case of the yolk, the vasculature morphogenesis
is easy to observe through in situ microscopy from which basic growth rules can
be inferred. Upon these observations a theoretical model of vascular develop-
ment in the yolk sac was presented based on three main features of vascular
morphogenesis: i) the disconnection of side branches from main branches; ii)
the reconnection of dangling sprouts (”dead ends”), and iii) the plastic exten-
sion of interstitial tissue.
A minimal model to study the development of the vascular system must
include the fact that the fluid flow in the vessels generated by a pressure drop
between two vertices obeys the Poiseuille law:
v ∝ (R2/η)∇P
where R is the radius of the vessel, η the blood viscosity and v the velocity
in the middle of the tube. Assuming an incompressible fluid (∇ · v = 0), the
pressure field in the capillary bed follows the Laplace equation: ∇2P = 0. One
can connect this equation, that represents the effect of the Poiseuille flow in the
vessels, with a Laplacian growth process, as it was first described by Witten and
Sander [2] in which random walkers aggregate. Equivalent results can be derived
by solving the Laplace equation for the pressure field and assuming a probability
of development of the vascular system in a particular direction proportional to
the pressure gradient, similarly to the description of the dielectric breakdown
process given by Niemeyer et al. [3].
The main objective of this project is to investigate, by means of numerical
simulations, and using the methods described above, the morphogenesis of a
vascular tree in the yolk sac and to reproduce the main results recently obtained
by Fleury et al. [4, 5, 6].
The rest of the Master Thesis is organised as follows: In Section 2 we describe
the main biological features related to the formation of the yolk sac, the egg
landscape and the initial stages of the development of the circulatory system.
In Section 3 we present a review of the general aspects of the Laplacian growth
models. In Section 4 we introduce the particularities of the growth model used
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to reproduce the vascular morphogenesis. The results are presented in Section 5
and, finally, the conclusions are summarised in Section 6. An annex is included
with the numerical codes.
2 The formation of the yolk sac
In the early stages of growth the embryo is a disk, the southern hemidisk con-
tracts and moves forming an ”8”-like shape as it is shown in Figure 1. This
contraction causes a tensile stress on the extra-cellular matrix that provokes a
fissure through which the top layer of the hemidisk ingresses [6]. This ingressing
tissue will form the yolk sac. The cells moving in lower part causes a compressive
stress which relieves the tensile stress as they are moving in opposite directions
compared to cells in upper part. The cracks closes afterwords and the part of
”8”-like shape folds. Finally, the ingressed tissue moves away from the folds as
shown in Figure 2 and the yolk sac extends at the same time to form a disk of
tissue that surrounds the embryo [1].
Figure 1: Contraction of southern hemidisk. Left: the contraction vector lines
are shown. Right: The progressive contraction of disk. (Taken from [1]).
The compressive stress after closing the crack folds the central part of the
”8”-like shape in such a way the embryo body is formed. These folds are located
in the middle of disk that is surrounded by the yolk. The central tubes that are
present in the fold will form the heart, the guts and the neural crest [1].
During the ingression process the cells are separated from each other, forming
a random medium. A lattice of small blood islands is formed in the extra-
embryonic organ called the capillary plexus [7]. The formation of a developed
vasculature depends on how this plexus matures or prunes in which its initial
shape defines the position of main vessels [8, 7].
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Figure 2: Scheme of ingression. The flow of cells in blastodisk creates a tension
which opens a crack where cells ingress. Cells that ingress make a U turn and
move away from crack. This forms the disk around the ”8”-like shape. The
crack later closes due to the stress becoming a compressive force [6]. (Taken
from [1]).
2.1 Initial landscape of the egg
In the developing egg we can differentiate three regions as it is shown in Figure
3. In the center we find the embryo that is composed of elongated folds. It is
followed by the tissue of the initial blastodisk that surrounds embryo, which did
not ingress or fold. Lastly, the third region is the yolk sac that is composed by
the tissue that has ingressed. The yolk sac is composed of a top layer (ectoderm),
a middle layer (mesoderm) and bottom layer (endoderm). In the middle layer,
about 80 µm thick, is where the vessels are formed.
The two folds of the embryo become the two tubular heart rudiments, that
pump blood towards the posterior part from anterior part through dorsal aortas.
The dorsal aortas turn at right angles at navel suddenly [1]. The origin of this
sudden change can be explained with the gastrulation motion around the center
of contraction as seen in Figure 1. Due to the hyperbolic force field the cells are
deformed into a cross which is apparent in the shape of the vessels and is also
responsible for the right angle turns around the navel.
2.2 Experimental facts
In this section, we review the main experimental facts from which the basic
growth rules are inferred.
2.2.1 Primary and secondary circulation stages
The blood in the primary stage is pumped out through the rudiments of arteries
into the yolk sac and returns to the heart through the rudimental cranial and
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Figure 3: View inside an egg after 2.5 days of growth (taken from [6]).
caudal veins as it is shown in Figure 4a. This stage is referred as the primary
circulation stage[7, 9]. The venous openings occur close to the vitelline arteries
after 2.5 days of development and the flow pattern changes: the flow in veins
and arteries are oriented in parallel paths with the blood flowing in opposed
directions (see Figure 4b). Here, the venous pattern closely follows the arterial
pattern and two trees come out of the embryo close to the existing arteries. This
is referred as the secondary circulation stage[9].
If we ignore the diameter of vessels, the primary stage can be considered com-
pletely 2-dimensional. In the secondary stage the shape is slightly 3-dimensional
even though the artery and venous trees are flat but the two different kind of
vessels can cross each other at different layers. In both, the primary and sec-
ondary stage, circulation of blood leads to a remodelling of the capillary plexus.
The branched arteries and veins generate upon this remodelling. Close to the
embryo blood does not flow directly from the arteries to veins even though the
vessels are large in this region, which is against the argument that suggests flow
follows the least-resistance path. The blood flow remodels the capillary plexus
into branched arteries and veins. Along with this, there is a large vessel called
the sinus vein (see Figure 4a) that surrounds the vessels and defines the bound-
ary for the growing yolk sac. The sinus vein is connected to the embryo by two
anterior veins and later by one posterior vein.
2.3 Theoretical approach to vessels growth
The importance of the flow in the growth and the formation of vessels has been
recognised for long[10]. Vessels typically follow the path of least resistance and
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(a) Primary stage (b) Secondary stage
(c) Final state of yolk
Figure 4: (a)Primary stage. Arteries are shown in red and veins in blue. (b)
Secondary stage showing parallel flow. (c) Final state of yolk sac (taken from
[6]).
vessels with high flow were observed to widen. The models that only consider
molecular diffusion have been questioned for their lack of explanation of the
complicated interlace of arteries and veins [5]. Other models take into account
the shear stress and transmural pressure [11, 12, 13, 14]. The mechanical forces
feedback and adaptation have been also considered as a key factor in vessel
patterning [6].
One proposed model[6], that we will be adapted in this work, considers
the vessel growth to take place, with the highest probability, in the direction
of the highest pressure gradient. In small cylindrical tubes the flow becomes
Poiseuille-like [15] and its velocity is given by:
v =
piR2
2η
∇P
(
1−
[
y
R
]2)
= Vmax
(
1−
[
y
R
]2)
(1)
where y is the distance from the channel center, η is the fluid viscosity, R
the radius of the tube and ∇P represents the pressure gradient. The speed is
maximum at the center and minimum or zero at the walls. The flow rate can
be calculated as,
Q =
∫ R
0
v · dS = piR
2
2
Vmax =
(
pi2R4
4η
)
∇P (2)
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and the shear stress on the wall is,
τ = η
∂v
∂y
= −
(
2η
R
)
Vmax (3)
Note how the shear stress is decreasing with the increasing radius. Assuming an
incompressible fluid, ∇ · v = 0, the pressure field satisfies the Laplace equation,
∇2P = 0.
Figure 5: The large circular vein encompassing all the capillaries and veins
define a contour of low pressure P0. Inside there is random lattice of capillaries
where arteries and veins grow. Two arterial rudiments emerge from the high
pressure region located around the centre P1.
The shear stress is proportional to the speed in the tube for fixed diameter
and hence, it is proportional to the pressure gradient between vertices. The
growth of the vessels can be seen as the change of the capillary section between
vertices i and j of diameter r and its replacement by a blood vessel of diameter
R with r << R. The endothelial cells feel the shear stress and the transmural
pressure and thus, they reorganise themselves to enlarge the vessels [6]. In the
simplest case, assuming the enlargement of vessels to be proportional to the
shear stress, the speed of growth of the large vessels is proportional to the speed
of the flow in the nearest small tube, that is proportional to the pressure gradi-
ent. In a lattice, the pressure gradient is just the difference between the value of
the pressure at neighbouring points or vertices divided by the lattice unit. More-
over, the large vessels with diameter R are more conducting than the smaller
ones, thus, the vessels pattern can be considered to be highly conducting and can
be considered as equipotential in terms of pressure[6]. Thus, the replacement
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of small capillaries by larger blood vessels is formally identical to the diffusion-
limited aggregation model (DLA) in the dielectric breakdown version[2, 16] as
previously did Fleury et al.[4, 5]. The capillary plexus is represented by a regu-
lar lattice, and the vessel tree is defined by the growing aggregate with the flow
happening between the high-pressure towards the low-pressure points as in typ-
ical DLA models. This model can reproduce self-organised growth of vessels [4]
and can also be used to show the interlace of arteries and veins in 3-dimensions
if capillary disconnection is included [5].
Even though these models are a good representation of self-organisation and
adaptation, they still do not lead to truly realistic vessels. These models do
not show the deformability of vessels that are responsible of the opening and
closing at the junctions and progressive displacement of the tubes. Adding these
features to the above model it is possible to create a more realistic vasculature
network.
2.4 Description of new features
2.4.1 Capillary disconnection
The blood vessels are responsible of the transport of oxygen and nutrients to
the distal parts of the embryo which is not possible by just diffusion across
capillaries. The formation of larger vessels is possible through the disconnection
of small arterial side branches from larger branches. Such vessels include smaller
capillaries connections in proximal parts and in distal parts that merge with the
capillary plexus as it is shown in Figure 6. With the disconnection, the arteries
will carry more flow as the leakage through capillaries is stopped.
Figure 6: A full picture of chick vessel at day 2.5 (approximately 2 cm long).
The capillaries are more connected in distal parts as compared to the proximal
parts. In the first segment, there are no connection to capillaries and in next
two segments the connections are hardly visible. Only in the fourth segment
the capillaries are highly connected (taken from [6]).
2.4.2 Vessel displacement
Physical deformations of the tissue around the blood vessels are able to change
the position of the vessels[6]. This could be the result of growth between the
vessels and the vascular stretch. This displacement tends to make the tortuous
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vessels straight and to strengthen the angles [6]. Over time, the vessels can be
moved to a considerable distance. The force exerted locally is self-organised and
depends on the local force exerted by the tissue and other vessels.
(a) (b)
Figure 7: The displacement of vessels can be observed in the images that show
the developing chick embryo vasculature between day 2 and 3. Four branch
points are selected in picture 1 and followed over time. Pictures 2-4 show the
displacement of the region during the next 8 hours. The differential growth is
visualised using polygons with four vertices showing four points on the branches
tracked. It can be seen how the polygon is deformed and displaced (taken from
[6]).
3 Laplacian growth models
In this section we review the main characteristics of the Laplacian growth models
that we will use to study the growth of arteries and veins.
3.1 Eden model
Among the variety of growth models present in the literature, the simplest one is
known as the Eden model. This model generates compact or dense aggregates of
connected sites characterised by a rough surface that defines the active growth
region.
In the Eden model we define the occupied sites as the sites in a regular lattice
that are occupied by a particle. The growth or active sites are formed by the
neighbouring unoccupied sites of occupied ones (see Figure 8). At each time
step one of the active sites is chosen at random and a new particle is added at
this position. The aggregate expands and a new set of active sites are added.
In a more elaborated version of the Eden model active sites are not chosen
at random but according to a growth probability that is proportional to the
gradient of a field that fulfills the Laplace equation. Contrary to the former
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compact structures now ramified or branched ones can be generate with a shape
that can resemble the formation of arteries and veins.
(a) Lattice with one seed (b) Cluster after one growth step
Figure 8: The Eden model: (a) Lattice with one initial seed. The dark dot is
the initial particle on the lattice, the occupied site. The sites surrounding the
occupied site, shown with empty dots define the active sites. (b) The lattice
structure after one step. One of the active sites has been occupied and new
active sites are introduced.
3.2 Diffusion-Limited Aggregation
In the Eden model new particles are added at a time at randomly chosen active
or perimeter sites of the aggregate. This creates a compact cluster with density
correlations independent of distance in the limit of large sizes. However, the
mass of many growing clusters like metal aggregates or the vascular network
itself are found to grow with a fractional power of its linear size. A model for
such type of growth was proposed by Witten and Sander and is widely known
as Diffusion-Limited Aggregation [2].
This is a variant of Eden model where the initial state comprises a single
seed particle. A second particle is randomly placed in the lattice, far enough
from the seed. The new particle performs a random walk until it steps into an
adjacent site to the existing seed (or aggregate) and it becomes attaches to it.
The process is repeated until a desired number of particles are attached to the
cluster. The local particle density ρ(~r) is defined to be 1 for the occupied site
and 0 for the unoccupied ones. The density-density particle correlation function
for an N -particle aggregate is given by:
C(γ) ≡ N−1
∑
r′
ρ(r′)ρ(r′ + γ) (4)
is an approximation to the ensemble average correlation function 〈ρ(r′)〉 〈ρ(r′ + γ)〉.
The function C(γ) is assumed to depend only on the distance γ separating two
occupied sites and holds for γ values much less than the linear size of the ag-
gregate.
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Figure 9: Random Diffusion-Limited Aggregate of 3600 particles grown onto a
square lattice (taken from [2]).
3.3 Fractal growth and the dielectric breakdown
Another type of fractal patterns are observed during the dielectric breakdown
in gaseous, liquid or solid insulators that occurs by means of narrow discharge
channels and exhibit a strong tendency to branch into complicated stochastic
structures. Lightnings, surface discharges and treeing in polymers are some
examples of this kind of clustering.
The optimal way to analyse the experimental discharge pattern is to have
a two-dimensional radial discharge like the one shown in Figure 10. This is an
example of leader surface discharge (Lichtenberg figure) in compressed SF6 gas.
The cluster in Figure 10 displays a fractal structure and the relation between
the total number of particles inside a radius r, N(r), grows with a power law of
r characterised by a non-integer exponent D,
N(r) ∼ rD (5)
The number of branches at a given distance from center n(r) is given by:
n(r) ∼ dN(v)/dr ∼ r(D−1) (6)
Thus, counting the number of branches crossing a circle at different radius r it
is possible to compute the value of the exponent D. For instance, the fractal
exponent found in the structure shown in Figure 10 is D ∼ 1.7 [3].
In order to properly model the dielectric breakdown process an appropriate
stochastic model is needed. A simple way is to consider a two-dimensional
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Figure 10: Time-integrated photograph of a surface leader discharge (Lichten-
berg figure) on a 2-mm glass plate in 0.3-MPa SF6. Applied voltage pulse: 30
kV ×1 ps. This experiment corresponds to an equipotential channel system
growing in a plane with a radial electrode (taken from [3]).
square lattice with one electrode located at the center while another electrode
is taken as a circle with a radius large enough (see Figure 11).
The growth of the discharge pattern is modelled using simple growth rules:
1. The growth is stepwise. The discharge pattern is indicated by black dots
that are connected by a solid line.
2. The discrete Laplace equation with boundary conditions φ = 0 for the
discharged pattern and φ = 1 for the boundary circle is solved to obtain
electric potential at each lattice site.
3. A perimeter bond of the discharge is selected at random at each time step.
4. The discharge takes place along the selected perimeter bond that connects
with the lattice site (i, j) with a probability that is proportional to the
strength of the electric field in this direction ~E ∼ ∇φ. Since the lattice
spacing is taken to be the unity and the discharge potential is φ = 0,
∇φ(i, j) = φ(i, j). The normalised probability is given by:
p(i, j) =
(φi,j)
α∑
i′,j′ (φi′,j′)
α , (7)
where the exponent α gives a power-law dependence of local field to the prob-
ability. The denominator sum refers to all possible growth processes (dashed
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Figure 11: Two-dimensional stochastic model to simulate dielectric breakdown
process on a square lattice. The central point correspond to one of the elec-
trodes. The outer circle represents the other electrode placed at a distance
large enough from the center. Black lines indicate the discharge pattern and
defines an equipotential region (φ = 0). The dashed lines are the potential route
the discharge can take to grow (taken from [3]).
lines in Figure 11). This step is taken repeatedly along with solving the discrete
Laplace equation to form the complete discharge pattern.
The Laplace equation,
∇2φ = 0, (8)
in its discrete form in two-dimensional lattice is given as
φi,j =
1
4
(φi+1,j + φi−1,j + φi,j+1 + φi,j−1) (9)
An equivalent pattern can be generated by placing a random walker in the
lattice, as in the DLA model. Since the probability that a lattice site (i,j) is
occupied at time t+ 1, p(i, j; t+ 1), is given by:
p(i, j; t+ 1) =
1
4
(p(i− 1, j; t) + p(i+ 1, j; t) + p(i, j − 1; t) + p(i, j + 1; t))
That is the discrete version of
∇2p = 0
We will use both methodologies in order to reproduce the vessel growth and
recreate the vasculature network observed in chick embryo.
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4 Stochastic model of vasculature in the yolk sac
The vascular morphogenesis can be modelled, in principle, as a Laplacian growth
process using the methods described in the previous chapter. However, the for-
mation of larger vessels is only possible through the deformation and disconnec-
tion of small side branches from the larger ones. On addition, the displacement
of the tubes is required to strengthen the tortuous vessels generated in the pri-
mary stage. Thus, deformation, disconnection and crossing with subsequent
reconnection is needed to correctly model the arterial-venous patterning [1].
4.1 Modeling of the growth of the arterial tree
In the primary stage the formation of the arterial tree in the capillary plexus can
be modelled as a random growth process in which the pressure field obeys the
Laplace equation. As previously described, a way to mimic the Laplace equation
is to use random walkers. The pressure map in a lattice of tubes connecting
vertices (i,j ) is given by the concentration of random walkers passing through
this point. This follows from the fact that in the steady state the diffusion
equation and the Laplace equation are identical. Thus, the growth of a cluster
with random walkers is an stochastic version of the growth of a cluster in the
direction of the high-pressure gradient. The vascular tree will consist in cluster
of highly conducting strands (veins and arteries) that are surrounded by resistive
strands (capillaries). The random walkers travel through the resistive strands
and once they meet a nearest neighbour site of the vascular tree the conducting
strands are extended by 1 unit.
4.2 Modeling the regression of capillaries
In order to model the vascular tree in the secondary stage we need to imple-
ment the capillary regression. In this process a fraction of the oldest tree vessels
are disconnected from the capillary plexus and cannot incorporate new ran-
dom walkers. As a result, the effective active region is mainly located in the
outer boundary region, hence, the lateral flow decreases and longitudinal flow
increases. As a consequence, blood flows easily to distal parts along the main
vessels.
4.3 Modeling the displacement of tubes
The deformation of embryo and the yolk sac can be modelled using a slow
viscous flow of cells [6]. This flow of cells takes place in the tissue and not in
the tube and is given by:
Φ = −(h2/12η)∇P (10)
with
∇2P = 0, (11)
Φ represents the solid flow, η is viscosity and h is the thickness of the tissue. As
the deformation rate is Laplacian, it can be modelled introducing new random
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walkers inside tissue that represents the pressure field. When hitting a vessel
it shifts sideways, that is, the hit particle in the vessel moves laterally by one
pixel. This deformation though is unable to disconnect the vessels, as it is
schematically shown in Figure 12, due to the presence of a line of tension. In
other words, a much higher energy would be required to disrupt the existing
vessels.
Figure 12: Displacement of a random walker towards a vessel particle. The
vessel shifts laterally by one pixel if such displacement does not cause a discon-
nection of the vessel.
Under the assumption that the yolk sac expands by catching nutrients un-
derneath, the random walkers can be launched from anywhere. Alternatively, if
the expansion requires growth factors carried by the flow they will be launched
from the existing vessels [1]. In practice little differences are observed between
both.
The set of rules described above are able to describe the simple features ob-
served in the vasculature process and are derived from basic physical principles.
There are a limited numerical parameters to be considered: the plasticity of the
vessel bifurcations; the ratio of connected monomers; the number of displace-
ment random walkers released after each growth step. The latter is responsible
of the competing local organisation against the growth of the tissue.
There are still some features that are not taken into consideration in the
model. For instance, the longitudinal effect of the force exerted inside the vessels
that leads to intercalary extension. However, the DLA model is only able to
extend the vessels from the tip.
5 Results
In this section we present the results we have obtained recreating the observed
shapes and trees of the vascular network of an embryo chick. These results
compare directly with the findings of Fleury et al. [4, 5, 6]. The simulations
are done in Python using the numerical packages Numpy, Math and SciPy. The
plots are done using the graphical package Matplotlib.
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5.1 Tropism of vessels
In this section we analyse the spontaneous tropism of arteries and veins, the
direction of growth of the vessels and the replacement of capillaries by larger
vessels in the direction of the high pressure gradient.
We introduce a growth speed v for the branched pattern to be proportional
to the shear stress τ , thus
v ∼ τ = −piR∇P (12)
with R is the radius of the tube [4].
The growth speed is proportional to the pressure gradient and can be written
as
v = −k∇P (13)
being k a normalising parameter. The fluid incompressibility ensures ∇2P = 0.
We take two arterial and venous rudiments as shown in Figure 13a. The
Laplace equation for the pressure field is solved and the shear stress in the
capillary plexus is measured.
The Laplace equation for the pressure can be written in a discrete two-
dimensional lattice is written as:
Pi,j =
1
4
(Pi+1,j + Pi−1,j + Pi,j+1 + Pi,j−1) (14)
Arteries have a pressure of 1 and veins a pressure of 0. The above equation is
iterated until convergence is achieved. Then the shear stress is obtained. From
this relaxation process we can observe that at the adjacent points of arteries
and veins the shear is maximum in agreement with the findings of Fleury et al.
[4].
In the direction towards the artery (vein) the vein (artery) will grow and
replace capillaries spontaneously. This can be seen in the Figure 13b. The
tropism between arteries and veins can be clearly seen with the colour map.
This result is similar to the spark propagation between two electrodes.
The same model can be used to study the development of this vascular tree
across the yolk sac.
5.2 Two dimensional growth
An image of the yolk sac is shown in Figure 14 in which the development of
vasculature after 2 days of growth of the chick embryo is shown. The two arterial
rudiments are located at the center of the embryo.
The vascularisation can be modelled following the scheme depicted in Figure
5 using a regular lattice with appropriate boundary conditions. In this case we
have used the same approach as that in DLA aggregation process. Thousands of
random walkers are launched from the sinus vein towards the arterial rudiments.
This process mimics the expansion and branching of the arterial vessels towards
the (convex) outer veins. Equivalently, the solution of the Laplace equation is
screened inside the concavity, where the embryo is located, while the flux is
higher on the convex outer region.
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(a) Pressure map (b) Global tropism
Figure 13: (a)The pressure field between two arteries (in red) and two veins (in
blue). The colour legend gives the associated pressure to each pixel in the plot.
Lines of identical pressure can be identified through the plot. The lattice size
is taken to be200× 400. (b)The shear stress for same configuration. The global
tropism of arteries and veins can be observed through the capillary bed.
Figure 14: Photograph of the yolk sac. SV is sinus vein, V A is vitelline artery
and V is cranial vein. The embryo is located at the center (taken from [1]).
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Using the stochastic model of yolk sac described in Section 4, we can repro-
duce the vasculature pattern observed in Figure 14. The numerical outcome is
shown in Figure 15. There are two arterial rudiments in the center of embryo
that extends towards the sinus veins. In the real embryo, the sinus vein expands
under the push of the vessels, such effect is not included in the model.
Figure 15: Numerical simulation of the morphogenesis of the vascular system
in the yolk sac. A total of 1500 random walkers were launched from the Sinus
vein (outer veins) towards the arterial rudiments. The ratio between the dis-
placement walkers versus the growth walkers is set to 4, which means for every
random walkers that is incorporated to the developing network, four walkers
were introduced to change the network structure. There are 70% disconnected
monomers in the vasculature.These disconnected monomers cannot grow fur-
ther.
The arterial growth shows the tendency to form elongated structures that
facilitates the flow of blood to distal parts of the tissue. The flow concentrated
to distal part of the tissue can be better seen when the capillary disconnection
is increased. This process can be modelled introducing displacement walkers
that upon hitting the oldest side branches they become disconnected from the
main vessel. Such disconnected branches cannot grow further. As an example,
in Figure 15 a ratio of growth to displacement walkers of 1:4 was used. An
increase the capillary disconnection ratio (the ratio of monomers that cannot
grow) generate less branched structures in the early stages of the vasculature
morphogenesis and more at the later stages. This follows the pattern of large
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vessels flowing blood to distal part of the tissue and smaller vessels distributing
it in the distal parts. An example is shown in Figure 16. By changing the
disconnection growth ratio we can tune the resulting vasculature of arteries in
different conditions. An increase of the disconnection percentage of monomers
to the capillary plexus implies that they cannot grow anymore and that they
regress. As a consequence, more elongated structure and less branched ones
in proximal parts are found in comparison to the distal parts. Our results
reproduce the previous findings [1].
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 16: Simulation of the vascular morphogenesis tree with different discon-
nection ratios. The percentage of monomers connected to the capillary plexus
is: (a) 30%; (b) 50%; (c) 70%; (d) 90%.
5.3 Three dimensional growth
In this section we have studied the growth of the vascular tissue in 3 dimension.
Using random walkers in the cubic lattice and placing a seed for both arteries
and veins the vascular network is grown. A sketch of the path followed by a
random walker in a cubic lattice is represented in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Path followed by a random walker in a cubic lattice.
In this 3-dimensional version we have implemented the same features used in
the 2-dimensional case, that is, the regression of capillaries through the plexus.
First an arterial rudiment is put in the lattice and a vascular network is formed
in the 3D plexus. The growth is induced by the shear stress and is modelled
as a Diffusion-Limited Aggregation process. The regression mechanism is im-
plemented as previously and it is controlled by the disconnection ratio. On
addition, using a 3-dimensional lattice we can explore how the venous growth
follows the arteries path. In other words, the remaining plexus after the growth
of arteries serves as the bed for venous network. This remaining plexus resem-
bles the primary plexus except for the links that have been cut off [5]. Thus,
starting from the vein rudiment, the tree grows as the arteries did in the 3-
dimensional plexus. Similarly, the capillaries disconnects from the large veins
vessels excepts at the tips.
The resulting structure is shown in Figures 18a - 18c. The lattice size is
taken to be 40×40×40. We can observe the formation of an intrincate network
of arteries and veins. Both networks grow in the capillary bed and an overlap-
ping between the networks is observed. The veins grow following the arteries
path since the driving pressure for the veins to grow is originated at the tip of
the arteries. Figures 18a - 18c show the different three dimensional growth of
arteries and veins in same capillary plexus with varying disconnection param-
eter. As in the 2-dimensional case, an increase of the disconnection parameter
leads to a more elongated tree with much less branching near location of the
seeds. The vasculature with higher values of the disconnection parameter is
more efficient in transporting blood to distal part of the organs. Our results
are in agreement with earlier findings of Fleury and Schwartz on the resulting
interlaced microvasculature [5].
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 18: 3-dimensional structure of arteries and veins generated in a cubic
lattice of 40 × 40 × 40. Percentage of monomers connected to the capillary
plexus: (a) 50%; (b) 30%; (c) 10%.
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6 Conclusions
In this Master Thesis we have tried to reproduce the natural growth of the vas-
culature of arteries and veins primarily in yolk sac. Using simple growth rules of
pattern formation we have been able to mimic the main properties observed in
the vasculature system. We have confirmed that the physical interaction inside
vessels due to the blood flow and the elastoviscoplastic tissue around the ves-
sels gives rise to the shaping of the vascular system. Such interaction has been
modelled as pressure driven process that together with the incompressibility
condition lead to a Laplace equation for the pressure field. Thus, the vascu-
lar morphogenesis could be modelled as Diffusion-Limited Aggregation process.
Our results show that the patterning is not fixed and can be produced by self-
organisation. The reproduced result also shows that the vessels are growing
towards the low stress gradient or pressure gradient.
One of the main ingredients is to include the capillary regression, which
showed the capabilities of vessels to distribute blood to distal parts of the tissues.
This is vital for the growth of larger organs and to efficiently distribute blood
to them.
We also presented the morphogenesis of vascular network in a 3-dimensional
space. We have shown the growth of both arteries and veins together in capillary
plexus with a high degree of overlapping as expected.
This study develops a model of vascular growth inspired from the natural
growth of the vessels, reproduces the main results found in the literature [4, 5, 1]
and constitutes a good base to develop a further advance and encompassing
model for vasculature in animal tissues.
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7 Numerical codes
7.1 Two dimensional growth
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
"""
@author: jason khadka
"""
#to produce vascular network using laplace
#imports of libraries
import matplotlib
matplotlib.use(’Agg’)
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import scipy.interpolate
#import matplotlib.animation as animation
import time
time1 = time.time()
#lattice information##########################################
L = 80
lx = L#x lattice size
ly = L#y lattice size
N = L*L
lattice = np.zeros(N)
M = 1000#number of total cell additiongues_v = 0.7#guess value
bval = 1.# boundary value
cent_v = 0.#network value, value at the seed
gues_v = 0.7#guess value
#list of observables###
numpara = 1
#inocolation##################################################
num = 1 #number of cells occupied.
for i in range(lx):
fi = i#first column
li = (lx-1)*L+i#last column
fiy = i*L#first row
liy = i*L+L-1#last row
lattice[fi] = bval
lattice[li]= bval
lattice[fiy] = bval
lattice[liy]= bval
#intialising guess value of potential for the grid
for i in range(1,lx-1):
for j in range(1,ly-1):
sitel = (j)*L+i
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lattice[sitel]=gues_v
lattice[(L/2-1)*L+L/2] = cent_v #occupying x = 50, y =50 cell
ocp = np.array([(L/2-1)*L+L/2]) #occupied cell
perocp = np.copy(ocp)#periphery occupied cells -- cells with active
region
v2 = np.copy(lattice)
v3 = np.copy(lattice)
#print lattice, v2, v3
#animation initializing########################################
num_frames = 100#num of frame for animation
anicut = M/num_frames
frames = np.zeros((num_frames, N))
count = 0 #frame count
#list of neighbours###########################################
nr = np.zeros(N)#right neighbour
nl = np.zeros(N)#left
nu = np.zeros(N)#up
nd = np.zeros(N)#down
for y in range(1,L+1):
for x in range(1,L+1):
i = (y-1)*L+x
if x>=L:#right neighbours
n = (y-1)*L+1
else:
n = (y-1)*L+x+1
nr[i-1]=n
if y >=L: #up neighbours
n = (1-1)*L+x
else:
n = (y+1-1)*L+x
nu[i-1]=n
if x==1:#left neighbours
n = (y-1)*L+L
else:
n = (y-1)*L+x-1
nl[i-1]=n
if y<=1:#down neighbours
n = (L-1)*L+x
else:
n = (y-1-1)*L+x
nd[i-1]=n
nr = nr - 1
nl = nl - 1
nd = nd - 1
nu = nu - 1
#function for active neighbours for given occupied site############
def active_sites_search(ac):
sites = np.array([])
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if lattice[nr[ac]]!=1.:
sites = np.append(sites,nr[ac])
if lattice[nl[ac]]!=1.:
sites = np.append(sites,nl[ac])
if lattice[nd[ac]]!=1.:
sites = np.append(sites,nd[ac])
if lattice[nu[ac]]!=1.:
sites = np.append(sites,nu[ac])
return sites
####jacobi relaxation for Laplace potential########################
#print v2
for iii in range(M):
p = 0#number of iteration
print "#################update######################"
#print "perocp :: ", perocp
#print "ocp :: ",ocp
while True:
c = 0#counter
p += 1#iteration counter
#updating the new grid
#tempv = np.zeros(N)
#print v2
for j in range(1,ly-1):#y coordinate
for i in range(1,lx-1):#x coordinate
siteloc = (j)*L+i
#to make sure the seed and its branch is not changed
if siteloc not in ocp:#if the site is occupied, it is not
relaxed
#print "siteloc# :: ", siteloc
#print siteloc
v2[siteloc]=0.25*(lattice[nr[siteloc]]+lattice[nl[siteloc]]+lattice[nd[siteloc]]+lattice[nu[siteloc]])#jacobi
relaxation by looking at neighbour
#else:
#print "siteloc :: ", siteloc, lattice[siteloc]
#copying the grid
#print "value ::", ocp[-1], lattice[ocp[-1]], v2[ocp[-1]]
lattice = np.copy(v2)#copying the new version to lattice
#print "copy :: ", np.array_equal(lattice, v2)
for j in range(1,ly-1):#y coordinate
for i in range(1,lx-1):#x coordinate
if (np.fabs(v2[siteloc]-v3[siteloc])<=0.0001):#comparing
changes
#print v2[siteloc], v3[siteloc],
np.fabs(v2[siteloc]-v3[siteloc])
c += 1
#print "value :: ", lattice[ocp[-1]]
v3 = np.copy(v2)
#print "c :: ", c
if (c >= (lx-2)*(ly-2)):#if the changes are less than tolerable
break the loop
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break
#print "p :: ", p
#simulating the growth#############################################
active= np.array([])#active sites
#finding all the new active sites
nonactive = []#list of sites with non active neighbours
for j in range(perocp.size):#looping through occupied sites with
active region
sites1 = active_sites_search(perocp[j])#active sites for
occupied cell perocp[j]
if sites1.size == 0:#removing cells with no active zone, only
surface or active cell remain
nonactive.append(j)
else:
active= np.append(active,sites1)
#adding annew occpuied site in the found active sites
perocp = np.delete(perocp,nonactive)#Removing all non active sites
only surface or active cell remain
chosite = perocp[np.random.randint(len(perocp))]#CHOosen SITE to add
new neighbour occupied site
ss =
(1-lattice[nr[chosite]])+(1-lattice[nl[chosite]])+(1-lattice[nd[chosite]])+(1-lattice[nu[chosite]])#sum
of neighbouring sites
print "ss :: ", ss
print "chosite :: ", chosite
while True:#choosing the site
#the neighbours are assigened a number, right 0, left 1, lower 2, up
3, in the order used in above line
neighcho = np.random.randint(4)
if neighcho == 0:
if np.random.random()<= (1-lattice[nr[chosite]])/ss:
#adding the choosen sites to the list
lattice[nr[chosite]] = 1.0
newadd = nr[chosite]
print "added :: ", nr[chosite], lattice[nr[chosite]]
break
elif neighcho == 1:
if np.random.random()<= (1-lattice[nl[chosite]])/ss:
lattice[nl[chosite]] = 1.0
newadd = nl[chosite]
print "added :: ", nl[chosite], lattice[nl[chosite]]
break
elif neighcho == 2:
if np.random.random()<= (1-lattice[nd[chosite]])/ss:
lattice[nd[chosite]] = 1.0
newadd = nd[chosite]
print "added :: ", nd[chosite], lattice[nd[chosite]]
break
elif neighcho == 3:
if np.random.random()<= (1-lattice[nu[chosite]])/ss:
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lattice[nu[chosite]] = 1.0
newadd = nu[chosite]
print "added :: ", nu[chosite], lattice[nu[chosite]]
break
print "new added :: ", lattice[newadd]
ocp = np.append(ocp,newadd)#adding the site to list of occupied
perocp = np.append(perocp,newadd)#adding the site to list of
occupied site with active region
v3 = np.copy(lattice)#storing the updated grid for comparision
v2 = np.copy(lattice)
print "iii :: ", iii
#getting frames for animation
#if i%anicut == 0:
# frames[count] = lattice
# count+=1
# print i, perocp.size
#with open(’data10.txt’, mode = ’a’) as afile:
# afile.write(" ".join(map(str,(i,averad,
width,perocp.size,whavrad,compwidth)))+’\n’)
time2 = time.time()
print "time taken", time2-time1
#plotting##########################################################
"""
#creating grid for visualization
x, y = range(0, lx), range(0,ly)
xi, yi = np.meshgrid(x, y)
######
"""
v = np.zeros((L,L))
for i in range(N):
j = i+1
y = int((j-1)/L)+1
x = j-(y-1)*L
if lattice[i]<1.0:
v[x-1,y-1]=0.
else:
v[x-1,y-1]=lattice[i]
# Interpolate
#rbf = scipy.interpolate.Rbf(xi, yi, v)
#plt.imshow(v, vmin = 0., vmax=1.)
#cmap(’gray’) or ’hot’
plt.imshow(v,cmap=plt.get_cmap(’hot’), vmin = 0, vmax = 1.0)#first frame
initializing
plt.colorbar()
plt.show()
####plotting for the grid#########################################
"""
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grid = np.zeros((L,L))
gridx = np.zeros((num_frames,L,L))
for pp in range(len(frames)):
sx = frames[pp]
for i in range(N):
j = i+1
y = int((j-1)/L)+1
x = j-(y-1)*L
grid[x-1,y-1]=sx[i]
gridx[pp]=grid
#imshow plot
plt.imshow(gridx[-1],cmap=plt.get_cmap(’gray’), vmin = 0, vmax =
1.0)#first frame initializing
fig=plt.figure(1)#plot initializing
im = plt.imshow(gridx[0],cmap=plt.get_cmap(’gray’), vmin = 0, vmax =
1.0)#first frame initializing
def updatefig(q):
plt.title(’time %s step’%(q*anicut))
im.set_array(gridx[q])
return im,
#animating code
anim = animation.FuncAnimation(fig, updatefig, frames =
range(len(gridx)),interval =50, blit = True)
plt.show()
def filenaming(i):
if i<10:
return ’0’+str(i)
return str(i)
for i in range(num_frames):
plt.figure(i)
plt.imshow(gridx[i],cmap=plt.get_cmap(’jet’), vmin = -1.0, vmax =
1.0)
plt.title(’time %s step’%(i*anicut))
plt.savefig(’time %s.png’%(filenaming(i)), bbox_inches=’tight’)
"""
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7.2 Three dimensional growth
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
"""
Created on Thu Jan 14 10:48:18 2016
@author: jasonkhadka
"""
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import matplotlib as mpl
#import scipy.interpolate
import random
from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D
import time
import itertools
############################
#initailizing
L = 40#2D array size
H = 14#3D height
N = L*L#lattice size 2D
M = 200#number of particles to connect
mag = 0 #just a counter nothinig more
disconnectfactor = 0.7#percentage of particles that are disconnected
from capilary
#meaning above percentage of particles are disconnected from capilary
plexus
print M
#defining lattice
lattice = np.zeros((H+1,N))
#seeding
zseed = int(H/2)
xyseed = int(0.*L+L/2)
xseed11,yseed11 = changexy(xyseed)#seeds coordinates
############################################################################
lattice[zseed, xyseed]=1#x=L/2,y=0,z=5
vasnetwork1= []#the network of vasucalature that particles connects to
vasnetwork2= []#the network of vasucalature that particles position
radiuslist = []#the list with radius of particles added
latnetwork1 = []#the store for the lattice and branches
latnetwork2 = []
indexnetwork = []
ultind = 1
radiuslist.append(256)#2^8=256#adding the radius of seed
vasnetwork1.append([xseed11,yseed11,zseed])
vasnetwork2.append([xseed11,yseed11,zseed])
latnetwork1.append([[xseed11,yseed11,zseed]])
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latnetwork2.append([[xseed11,yseed11,zseed]])
indexnetwork.append([ultind])
print vasnetwork1, vasnetwork2
############################################################################
walkerpath = []#the path of walker
walkerxylist = []#list of walkerxy
totrun = 1 #number of reruns
#neighbours
#neighbours##
nr = np.zeros(N)#right neighbour
nl = np.zeros(N)#left
nu = np.zeros(N)#up
nd = np.zeros(N)#down
for y in range(1,L+1):
for x in range(1,L+1):
i = (y-1)*L+x
if x>=L:#right neighbours- out of bounds
n = 0#(y-1)*L+1
else:
n = (y-1)*L+x+1#in bounds
nr[i-1]=n
if y >=L: #up neighbours - out of bounds
n = 0#(1-1)*L+x
else:
n = (y+1-1)*L+x#in bounds
nu[i-1]=n
if x==1:#left neighbours
n = 0#(y-1)*L+L
else:
n = (y-1)*L+x-1
nl[i-1]=n
if y<=1:#down neighbours
n = 0#(L-1)*L+x
else:
n = (y-1-1)*L+x
nd[i-1]=n
nr = nr - 1
nl = nl - 1
nd = nd - 1
nu = nu - 1
##########################################################################################
##########################################################################################
##########################################################################################
#function to check neighbour#
def checkneighbour(walkerxy,walkerz):#, connectedlist1):
#checking if the neighbours are still active and connected and
occupied
walkerz = int(walkerz)
walkerxy = int(walkerxy)
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if int(lattice[walkerz,int(nr[walkerxy])])==1: #and nr[walker] in
connectedlist1:
return True,walkerz,int(nr[walkerxy])
elif lattice[walkerz,int(nl[walkerxy])]==1: #and nl[walker] in
connectedlist1:
return True,walkerz,int(nl[walkerxy])
elif lattice[walkerz,int(nu[walkerxy])]==1: #and nu[walker] in
connectedlist1:
return True,walkerz,int(nu[walkerxy])
elif lattice[walkerz,int(nd[walkerxy])]==1:# and nd[walker] in
connectedlist1:
return True,walkerz,int(nd[walkerxy])
elif lattice[walkerz+1,int(walkerxy)]==1:
return True,walkerz+1,int(walkerxy)
elif lattice[walkerz-1,int(walkerxy)]==1:
return True,walkerz-1,int(walkerxy)
else:
return False,0,0
####function to check the number of occupied neighbours
def countneighbour(walkerxy,walkerz):#, connectedlist1):
#checking if the neighbours are still active and connected and
occupied
walkerz = int(walkerz)
walkerxy = int(walkerxy)
count = 0
if int(lattice[walkerz,int(nr[walkerxy])])==1: #and nr[walker] in
connectedlist1:
count+=1
if lattice[walkerz,int(nl[walkerxy])]==1: #and nl[walker] in
connectedlist1:
count+=1
if lattice[walkerz,int(nu[walkerxy])]==1: #and nu[walker] in
connectedlist1:
count+=1
if lattice[walkerz,int(nd[walkerxy])]==1:# and nd[walker] in
connectedlist1:
count+=1
if lattice[walkerz+1,int(walkerxy)]==1:
count+=1
if lattice[walkerz-1,int(walkerxy)]==1:
count+=1
return count
#function to check if the walker is out of bound
def checkinbounds(walkerz,walkerxy,stepz,step):
#performing the steps
wz=walkerz+stepz
wxy=walkerxy+step
count = 0
if wz >= H or wz<0 or wxy>= N or wxy<0:#if out of bounds this
statement is TRUE
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count += 1#out of bounds
else:
count += 0#in bounds
#print count, "yes"
x,y = changexy(walkerxy)#current step
x1,y1 = changexy(wxy)#next step
#print x,y, x1,y1
if np.abs(x-x1)>1 or np.abs(y-y1)>1:#if steps take is more than 1
(which means bug) neglect the step
count +=1#out of bounds
#print count
if count > 0:
return False #count > 0 means there has been at least 1
voilation to walk in bounds
else:
return True
#function to change a linear coordinate to x,y coordinate
def changexy(i):
"""
j = i+1
y = int((j-1)/L)+1
x = j-(y-1)*L
"""
j = i
y = int((j)/L)
#print y
x = j-(y)*L
#print x
return x,y
#function to change x,y coordinate to linear coordinate
def changei(x,y):
return y*L+x
#function to print the walker path
def plotwalkerpath(pathofwalker):
mpl.rcParams[’legend.fontsize’] = 10
fig = plt.figure()
ax = fig.gca(projection=’3d’)
x1, y1, z1 = zip(*pathofwalker)
#plotting the walkers
ax.plot(x1, y1, z1,’o’,markersize=5, label=’Random walk’)
#print x1[0], y1[0], z1[0]
#ax.scatter(x1[0], y1[0], z1[0], marker=’o’,color = ’r’)#start of
the walk
xycoord = changexy(xyseed)
ax.scatter(xycoord[0],xycoord[1],zseed, marker = ’g’,color =
’r’)#the seed marker
#ax.scatter(x1[-1],y1[-1],z1[-1],marker = ’+’, color = ’r’)
ax.legend()
ax.set_xlabel("x axis")
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ax.set_ylabel("y axis")
ax.set_zlabel("z axis")
#ax.set_axis_off()
#ax.axes.get_xaxis().set_ticks([])
#ax.axes.get_yaxis().set_ticks([])
#ax.axes.get_zaxis().set_ticks([])
"""
ax.w_zaxis.line.set_lw(0.)
ax.set_zticks([])
ax.w_xaxis.line.set_lw(0.)
ax.set_xticks([])
ax.w_yaxis.line.set_lw(0.)
ax.set_yticks([])
"""
#ax.axis("off")
plt.grid()
#plt.savefig(’randomwalk3d’,format="png")#saving command
plt.show()
return
##################################################################
def plotgrowthcluster(vas1,vas2):
mpl.rcParams[’legend.fontsize’] = 10
fig = plt.figure()
ax = fig.gca(projection=’3d’)
x1, y1, z1 = zip(*vas1)
x2,y2,z2 = zip(*vas2)
#plotting the walkers
for i in range(len(vas1)):
ax.plot([x1[i],x2[i]], [y1[i],y2[i]],
[z1[i],z2[i]],’-’,color=’maroon’,linewidth=5,alpha=1.,
markersize=5)
#print x1[0], y1[0], z1[0]
#ax.scatter(x1[0], y1[0], z1[0], marker=’o’,color = ’r’)#start of
the walk
xycoord = changexy(xyseed)
ax.scatter(xycoord[0],xycoord[1],zseed, marker = ’o’,s=100,color =
’g’)#the seed marker
#ax.scatter(x1[-1],y1[-1],z1[-1],marker = ’+’, color = ’r’)
ax.legend()
"""
ax.set_xlabel("x axis")
ax.set_ylabel("y axis")
ax.set_zlabel("z axis")
"""
#ax.set_axis_off()
#ax.axes.get_xaxis().set_ticks([])
#ax.axes.get_yaxis().set_ticks([])
#ax.axes.get_zaxis().set_ticks([])
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ax.w_zaxis.line.set_lw(0.)
ax.set_zticks([])
ax.w_xaxis.line.set_lw(0.)
ax.set_xticks([])
ax.w_yaxis.line.set_lw(0.)
ax.set_yticks([])
#ax.axis("off")
plt.grid()
#plt.savefig(’randomwalk3d’,format="png")#saving command
plt.show()
return
##########################################################################################
##########################################################################################
##########################################################################################
#start of the main code
first = time.time()
print "working : ", first
for counter in range(totrun): #doing re runs
i = 0
print counter
while i <M:#running M walkers
#print i
count = 0
walkerxy = (L-1)*L+np.random.randint(L)#starting point of random
walker in x-y axis
walkerz = np.random.randint(H)#starting height or zaxis of random
#print walkerxy
#print walkerz
while True:
#for _ in range(10000):
#print klm
randnext = random.randint(0,5)#next direction, 0 = down,1
right, 2 up, 3 left, 4 =step up in z-axis, 5 = step down
in z-axis
step = 0
stepz = 0
if randnext == 0:#down
step = -L
elif randnext == 1:#right
step = +1
elif randnext == 2:#up
step = +L
elif randnext == 3:#left
step = -1
elif randnext == 4:#step up in z axis
stepz +=1
#step = 0
elif randnext == 5:#step down in z axis
stepz += -1
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#step = 0
#print randnext, step, stepz
count +=1
#print count
if checkinbounds(walkerz,walkerxy,stepz,step):#true if in
bounds, false if out of bounds
#print "yes", i
#if in bounds
#print lattice[walkerz+stepz,walkerxy+step],
checkneighbour(walkerxy,walkerz)
#lattice[walkerz,walkerxy]=1.
xcoor, ycoor = changexy(walkerxy)
#checking for occupied neighbours
#function returns True or False, the occupied neighbour z
coordinate, and index i (3 returns)
check = checkneighbour(walkerxy+step,walkerz+stepz)
xoccup,yoccup = changexy(check[2])#x and y coordinate of
occupied neighbour
zoccup = check[1]#z coordinate of occupied neighbour
#the list of disconnected rudiments
#disconnectedvasnetwork =
vasnetwork1[:int(disconnectfactor*len(vasnetwork1))]
if check[0]:##check if walker’s neighbour is
occupied,true yes occupied, false not occupied
print "occupied", i
ultind += 1
#if occupied (meaning TRUE above)
walkerxy +=step#stepping as decided
walkerz +=stepz#stepping as decided
xattach, yattach = changexy(check[2])
#list of neighbour that walker attaches to
vasnetwork1.append([xattach,yattach,check[1]])
lattice[walkerz,walkerxy] = 1.0#updating the lattice
xcoor, ycoor = changexy(walkerxy)
vasnetwork2.append([xcoor,ycoor,walkerz])#path of
walker
#radius update#
#getting index of vasnetwork
#vasnetwork2 and radiuslist are related
index = vasnetwork2.index([xattach,yattach,check[1]])
numoccup = countneighbour(walkerxy,walkerz)#number of
occupied neighbour
radiuslist.append(radiuslist[index]/(2**(numoccup-1)))
#adding to latnetwork
extended = 0
for nums in range(len(latnetwork1)):
#if the new addition is an extension to a branch
#print [xattach,yattach,check[1]],
latnetwork2[nums][-1]
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if
latnetwork2[nums][-1]==[xattach,yattach,check[1]]:#if
this is the last particle in this branch
latnetwork1[nums].append([xattach,yattach,check[1]])
latnetwork2[nums].append([xcoor,ycoor,walkerz])
indexnetwork[nums].append(ultind)
#indexnetwork follows latnetwork2
extended = 1
#print extended
if extended == 0:#still not extended
latnetwork1.append([[xattach,yattach,check[1]]])
latnetwork2.append([[xcoor,ycoor,walkerz]])
indexnetwork.append([ultind])
##############
break
else:#if above is FALSE meaning neighbours are unoccupied
or the walker is not in perimeter site
#walker takes another step
walkerxy+=step
walkerz+= stepz
#walkerpath.append([xcoor,ycoor,walkerz])#path of walker
#walkerxylist.append(walkerxy)
i+=1
#chaging seed radius##
radiuslist[0]=256*2
############################################################
############################################################
##disconnection of dangling ends######
#listofindex = []#indicies of vascular network that remains after
disconnetion
"""
network1 = []
network2 = []
newradiuslist = []
for i in range(len(radiuslist)):
if i < disconnectfactor*len(radiuslist):#old vascular network where
only main networks remain
if radiuslist[i]==256:#adding main vasular network to list
network1.append(vasnetwork1[i])
network2.append(vasnetwork2[i])
newradiuslist.append(radiuslist[i])
else:# for all new vasuclar network
network1.append(vasnetwork1[i])
network2.append(vasnetwork2[i])
newradiuslist.append(radiuslist[i])
indexdisfact=int(disconnectfactor*len(radiuslist))
"""
###########################################################################
def occupneighbour(xcod,ycod,zcod):#function to get list of occupied
neighbours
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i = changei(xcod,ycod)
walkerz = int(zcod)
walkerxy = int(i)
list1 = []
if int(lattice[walkerz,int(nr[walkerxy])])==1: #and nr[walker] in
connectedlist1:
x,y = changexy(int(nr[walkerxy]))
list1.append([x,y,walkerz])
if lattice[walkerz,int(nl[walkerxy])]==1: #and nl[walker] in
connectedlist1:
x,y = changexy(int(nl[walkerxy]))
list1.append([x,y,walkerz])
if lattice[walkerz,int(nu[walkerxy])]==1: #and nu[walker] in
connectedlist1:
x,y = changexy(int(nu[walkerxy]))
list1.append([x,y,walkerz])
if lattice[walkerz,int(nd[walkerxy])]==1:# and nd[walker] in
connectedlist1:
x,y = changexy(int(nd[walkerxy]))
list1.append([x,y,walkerz])
if lattice[walkerz+1,int(walkerxy)]==1:
x,y = changexy(int(walkerxy))
list1.append([x,y,walkerz+1])
if lattice[walkerz-1,int(walkerxy)]==1:
x,y = changexy(int(walkerxy))
list1.append([x,y,walkerz-1])
return list1
###########################################################################
"""
def
tracenetwork(cod,radiuslist,net1,net2,new1,new2,lastinter,countlist):#function
to trace connection to seed
list1 = occupneighbour(cod[0],cod[1],cod[2])
print list1
print cod
global mag
mag+=1
print mag
if cod not in countlist:countlist.append(cod)#if the new cod has
been iterated add it to list
if len(countlist)>=len(radiuslist):return new1,new2
if len(list1)>1:lastinter = cod#last intersection or where there
were 2 or more occupied neighbour
cc = random.choice(list1)
#check if deadend
ichan = changei(cc[0],cc[1])#changin x,y to linear i index
if countneighbour(ichan,cc[2]) <= 1:#countneighbour(wxy,wz) is the
syntax
#if only 1 neighbour is occupied then it is the dead end
ind = net2.index(cc)#then check the index of cc in network,
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#if the index is less than disconnnectionfactor then remove the
particle
if ind < disconnectfactor*len(radiuslist):
del new1[ind]#removing ind particle
del new2[ind]
#now again tracing the network after removing deadend
tracenetwork(cc,radiuslist,net1,net2,new1,new2,lastinter,countlist)
else:
#if not old rudiment then just tracing the network again from
last intersection
tracenetwork(lastinter,radiuslist,net1,net2,new1,new2,lastinter,countlist)
else:#if not a deadend
tracenetwork(lastinter,radiuslist,net1,net2,new1,new2,lastinter,countlist)
############################################################################
new1,new2 =
tracenetwork(vasnetwork2[-1],radiuslist,vasnetwork1,vasnetwork2,vasnetwork1,vasnetwork2,vasnetwork2[-1],[])
############################################################################
############################################################################
cc= len(radiuslist)-1
new1 = []
new2 = []
print "yes",int(disconnectfactor*len(radiuslist))-1
while cc>(int(disconnectfactor*len(radiuslist))-1):#while the interating
for lastest particles
cod = vasnetwork2[cc]#taking the particle
print "cc", cc
co = 0
while True:
list1 = occupneighbour(cod[0],cod[1],cod[2])#list of occupied
neighbours of cod
if len(list1)>1:lastinter = cod#last intersection point
indlist = [vasnetwork2.index(jj) for jj in list1]#list of
indices of occupied neighbours
radlist = [radiuslist[indd] for indd in indlist]#list of radii
if 256 in radlist: break#if the cc is in main chain
#adding the highest indixed particle to list
mm = indlist[radlist.index(max(radlist))]#index of max value of
rad
new1.append(vasnetwork1[mm])
new2.append(vasnetwork2[mm])
cod = vasnetwork2[mm]#next step: following the high radius
vasnetwork
co+=1
print "co", co
cc = cc-1
############
#now eliminating the redundancy##
steplist = zip(new1,new2)
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steplist = list(set(steplist))#list removed with redundancy
new1,new2 = zip(*steplist)
"""
"""
for jj in range(len(latnetwork1)):
#if the index of last particle in branch is more than discon
#this should be plotted
if indexnetwork[jj][-1]>discon:
for ii in range(len(latnetwork2[jj])):
network2.append(latnetwork2[jj][ii])
network1.append(latnetwork1[jj][ii])
for xip in range(jj,0,-1):#iterating back from jjth coloumn to 0th column
if latnetwork1[xip][0] in latnetwork2[xip-1]:#if the attachment of
new brach is to previous branch
latind = latnetwork2[xip-1].index(latnetwork1[xip][0])#index of
attachment particle
for ixx in range(latind):
network2.append(latnetwork2[xip-1][ixx])
network1.append(latnetwork1[xip-1][ixx])
"""
######################
def findindex(thelist, element):
for i in range(len(thelist)):
for j in range(len(thelist[i])):
if thelist[i][j]==element:
return i,j
return None, None
####################
#####################
network1 = []
network2 = []
discon = disconnectfactor*ultind#the disconnected index
for jj in range(len(latnetwork1)):#iterating through the branches
if indexnetwork[jj][-1]>discon:#if the latest addition to the branch
is newwer than cutoff
cod = latnetwork2[jj][-1]#taking this last addition
#now adding to the lists
network1.append(latnetwork1[jj][-1])
network2.append(latnetwork2[jj][-1])
#now tracing the branch to the origin seed
while True:
occuplist = occupneighbour(cod[0],cod[1],cod[2])#getting
occupied neighbours
occupind = []
for nextcod in occuplist:
indx,indy = findindex(latnetwork2,nextcod)#getting the
position in lattice of the particle
occupind.append(indexnetwork[indx][indy])#gettiing the
index of the nextcod
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minind = occupind.index(min(occupind))#the element with min
index
cod = occuplist[minind]#the cod with maxind
indx,indy= findindex(latnetwork2,cod)
network1.append(latnetwork1[indx][indy])
network2.append(latnetwork2[indx][indy])
if indexnetwork[indx][indy] <= 1:
break#if origin is reached then quit
#plotting
#now eliminating the redundancy##
new1 = network1
new2 = network2
steplist = zip(new1,new2)
#removing redudancy
sortlist = list(steplist for steplist,_ in itertools.groupby(steplist))
#unzipping
new1,new2 = zip(*sortlist)
print "time taken : ", time.time()-first
#plotgrowthcluster(network1,network2)
plotgrowthcluster(new1,new2)
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